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Chapter 5

Electronic structure and magnetic
couplings in ladder vanadium oxides

5.1 Introduction

The vanadium oxide compounds display an impressive variety of phenomena. Examples
are the metal – insulator transitions in VO, VO2, and V2O3 [1], the unusual orbital and
spin ordering in V2O3 [2, 3, 4, 5], the positive giant magneto-resistance in VO thin films
[6], the temperature-induced magnetization reversal in LaVO3 [7] and YVO3 [8], the heavy
fermion behavior in LiV2O4 [9], and the spin-gap formation in ladder vanadium pentoxides
like CaV2O5 [10, 11], and α′-NaV2O5 [12, 13, 14, 15].

In the so-called ladder compounds, the transition metal ions are arranged in a planar
network of ladders with two or more legs. Such ladder systems became subject of intense
study when Dagotto et al. [16, 17] found theoretical evidence that the isolated S = 1/2
antiferromagnetic (AFM) two-leg ladder has a finite spin-gap, i. e. a finite energy is needed
to create a spin excitation. This is the standard AFM Heisenberg model on a ladder of
two coupled chains of spin-1/2 moments, with interactions across the rungs and along the
legs. Physical realizations are found in vanadyl pyrophosphate (VO)2P2O7 [16], in calcium
vanadate CaV2O5 [10, 11], and in some cuprates like SrCu2O3 [18]. Closely related low-
dimensional quantum spin systems whose spin excitation spectra have also received much
attention in recent years are the AFM linear chain and the two-dimensional AFM square
lattice. The latter may become superconducting upon doping, as observed in several copper
oxides. Superconductivity has been also observed in the ladder cuprate (Sr,Ca)14Cu24O41

[19].

The vanadium oxides with ladder-type crystal structure can be denoted as AV2O5,
with A = Li, Na, Mg, or Ca. The transition metal ions, each roughly situated in the center
of a pyramid of five oxygens, form layers in which one-dimensional vanadium chains are
assembled in a network of two-leg ladders, see Fig. 5. 1 . The rungs are composed of two
V ions, one on each leg of the ladder, connected by an oxygen. Within the same ladder
the VO5 pyramids share the corners of their bases, whereas pyramids on adjacent ladders
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Figure 5.1: Two-leg ladder structure of CaV2O5 and α′-NaV2O5, Pmmn space group [10, 37].
The oxygen pyramids and the rows of Ca2+/Na+ ions are shown; the Ca/Na ions are each
surrounded by eight oxygens. Within the same ladder the VO5 pyramids share the corners of
their bases, whereas pyramids on adjacent ladders point alternately up and down with respect
to the basal plane and are linked by common edges. In MgV2O5, successive vanadium– oxygen
layers are shifted along the direction of the legs, leading to Cmcm crystal symmetry [24]; the Mg
ions are each surrounded by six oxygens. In LiV2O5, the two pyramids on the same rung have
the apex oxygen above and below the basal plane, respectively. The crystal structure of LiV2O5

is described by the Pnma space group [30].

are linked by common edges. The A atoms enter the space between the layers and act as
electron donors.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements [20], density functional (DF) band
structure calculations [21], and results of embedded cluster calculations to be presented
later on in this section show without doubt that in CaV2O5 one spin is attached to each
vanadium 3dxy orbital, where the x and y directions are, respectively, along the a and b
axes of the Pmmn reference system. The experimental data indicate also a rather large
spin-gap of about 600 K [10, 11, 22]. CaV2O5 is thus a true spin-1/2 ladder system. Intra-
ladder antiferromagnetic interactions occur in this material through π-overlap of V 3d and
O 2p orbitals. The V– O distance across the rung is shorter than along the leg, leading to
stronger V 3d –O2p coupling across the rungs. The picture proposed for CaV2O5 consists
of rung singlets with strong interaction inside the V –OR –V unit, supplemented by smaller
AFM couplings along the legs [21, 23]. The inter-ladder coupling is weak and ferromagnetic
[21]. Although the vanadium– oxygen layers have roughly the same structure in MgV2O5

[24], the existence of a spin-gapped state in MgV2O5 is an open question. The magnetic
susceptibility data indicate a spin-gap of approximately 15 K [25, 26], much smaller than
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in CaV2O5. However, Raman scattering measurements do not confirm the existence of the
gap [22]. The source of such different properties has been explained on the basis of recent
DF calculations [21], which show that — due to changes in the local geometry, the most
important being related to the size of the V –O– V bond angles — the exchange cou-
plings, intra- and inter-ladder, are all antiferromagnetic and of the same order in MgV2O5.
This puts MgV2O5 outside the isolated ladder approximation, just as the ladder cuprate
LaCuO2.5 , where a relatively weak inter-ladder coupling of one tenth of the intra-ladder
interaction is sufficient to destroy the spin-gapped state of the isolated ladder and leads to
true AFM long-range order in the ab plane [27].

Substitution of the Ca2+ or Mg2+ ions with Na+ or Li+ will reduce the number of
valence electrons on each V–OR –V rung. In a fully ionic model of the crystal, with formal
ionic charges of O2− and Li+/Na+, there should be one d electron per two vanadiums. The
generally accepted picture for the electronic and magnetic structure of LiV2O5 consists of
a double-chain charge ordered configuration: magnetic V4+ (S = 1/2) chains on adjacent
legs of different ladders are separated by nonmagnetic V5+ (S = 0) ”double-chains”. The
one-dimensional character of the magnetic ordering is confirmed by magnetic susceptibility
[28] and neutron inelastic scattering [29] data. So, although crystallographically LiV2O5

does have a ladder structure [30], its magnetic properties are well described in terms of an
AFM gapless chain model [28, 29]. Among the ladder vanadates, the electronic structure of
NaV2O5 is a matter of active debate. The most remarkable experimental findings, various
theoretical models proposed for explaining its physical properties, and our interpretation
based on results of quantum chemical wave-function based embedded cluster calculations
are presented in the next section.

5.2 α′-NaV2O5

5.2.1 The room-temperature electronic ground-state

α′-NaV2O5 is one of the several phases of the NaxV2O5 system. Five bronze phases, α
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.02), β (0.22 ≤ x ≤ 0.40), α′ (0.70 ≤ x ≤ 1.00), η (1.28 ≤ x ≤ 1.45), and χ
(1.68≤x≤1.82) have been reported [31]. At room temperature, α′-NaV2O5 is isostructural
with the spin-ladder material CaV2O5. While in CaV2O5 one spin is attached to each
vanadium site, in NaV2O5 the character of the electronic ground-state is less obvious.
Early x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements reported two inequivalent sets of vanadium
ions, and a model was proposed with alternating V4+ (3d1) and V5+ (3d0) linear chains
[32]. Above 34 K the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility [12, 33] is
indeed consistent (qualitatively, see [34, 35, 36]) with that of a S =1/2 antiferromagnetic
Heisenberg chain. The rapid decrease of the susceptibility below Tc≈ 34 K [12], a lattice
distortion [13, 14, 15], and the spin-gap behavior [13, 14, 15] were at that time interpreted
in terms of a spin-Peierls phase transition, where dimerization of the V4+ ions occurs.

However, later XRD [37, 38] and NMR [41] experiments showed that at room tem-
perature all V ions are equivalent, presumably in a V4.5+ (3d0.5) (average) valence state.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the [V2O9] cluster, with the V ions inside the oxygen
pyramids. Grey spheres represent neighboring V sites. The ladders are a guide for the eye.

Based on density functional band structure calculations [38, 39, 40] and model Hamilto-
nian studies [38, 42], NaV2O5 was associated with a ”quarter-filled”(3d0.5) insulating ladder
system. In this interpretation each d electron is not attached to a single V ion, but to a
V3dxy –V3dxy bonding orbital. The V – V rung ”molecular”clusters are antiferromagneti-
cally coupled along the legs of the ladder and form parallel S =1/2 quasi-one-dimensional
chains [38, 42]. Recent wave-function based embedded cluster calculations [43, 44, 45] in-
dicate for the rung ground-state a strong mixing between configurations involving single
and double occupation of the bridging oxygen 2py orbital, see below. In this section we
perform a detailed analysis of the nature of the V –OR –V rung ground-state and of the
low-energy spin and charge excitations. We find that the ground-state of the V –OR –V
rung has predominant OR 2p1

y character. Our results are able to explain the main features
of the optical absorption spectrum and the magnetic interactions in this compound. We
also propose a mechanism for the phase transition at 34 K.

To determine the character of the ground-state (GS) and of the lowest on-rung excita-
tions we have carried out electronic structure calculations on [V2O9]

9− clusters including
two VO5 pyramids on the same rung, see Fig. 5. 2 . The crystalline environment is mod-
eled by a set of point charges (PCs) at the lattice positions. In agreement with previous
cluster model [43, 44, 45] and periodic [44] calculations we find that the apical oxygen OA

is covalently bonded to the V atom and in the valence state O−. As explained below, our
analysis shows that the bridging oxygen on the rung of the ladder, OR, has an effective
charge close to −1 as well. Therefore we represent the V ions and the OA , OR oxygens
by +3 e and −e point charges, respectively, whereas the ligands on the legs of the lad-
ders, OL , and the sodium ions are modeled by their formal charges, −2 e and +e. At the
boundaries of this array, which includes about 800 charges, we put a set of PCs optimized
to fit the Madelung potential in the cluster region. To avoid artificial polarization of the
cluster orbitals towards the neighboring positive PCs, the nearest V and Na cations are
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Figure 5.3: p1 and p2 states by one-configuration, CASCI, and CASSCF calculations. The states
in the leftmost column correspond to: 4A2 (p1d1

+d1−), α 2B2 (p1d2
+d0−+ p1d0

+d2−), α 2A2 (p1d1
+d1−),

β 2A2 (p2d1
+d0−), and β 2B2 (p2d0

+d1−). The CI was performed in terms of orbitals optimized for
the 4A2 state.

described by effective potentials of Durand –Barthelat type [46]. We used closed-shell Al3+

potentials for vanadium. No basis functions were present on these V and Na neighbors.
The cluster orbitals are constructed as linear combinations of atomic natural orbital (ANO)
Gaussian-type functions. We applied the following basis sets: V (21s15p10d6f)/(6s5p4d2f)
for vanadium and O (14s9p4d)/(4s3p2d) for oxygen [47]. We have used the Pmmn room-
temperature crystal structure as determined by Meetsma et al. [37]. The calculations were
performed with the molcas-5 program package [48].

As already mentioned in the previous paragraphs, at temperatures above 34 K α′-
NaV2O5 and CaV2O5 are isostructural. CaV2O5 has a V 3d 1

xy –OR 2p6 –V3d 1
xy rung GS

configuration [21]. Relatively strong on-rung antiferromagnetic interactions (J⊥≈−650 K
[21, 22, 23]) occur via dxy – py – dxy π-overlap. Substitution of the Ca2+ ions with Na+ will
reduce the number of valence electrons on each V –OR –V rung. A minimal orbital active
space should consist then of three active orbitals, the two V 3dxy plus the bridging OR 2py,
and three active electrons.

Below, we first discuss the lowest lying states in a simple one-configuration picture.
Next we show that this picture is oversimplified and that a correct ordering of states can
only be obtain by going beyond the single-configuration picture.

Relative energies of states where the 2py orbital has either single or double occupation
are depicted in Fig. 5. 3 . One-configuration restricted open-shell Hartree –Fock (ROHF)
calculations predict that the lowest state is a spin quartet (leftmost column). This state
has A2 symmetry in the C2v cluster point-group, and originates from the p1d1

+d1
− config-
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uration. d+ and d− are essentially the antisymmetric and symmetric combinations of the
two dxy orbitals, with some dzy character mixed in, and transform according to the A2

and B2 irreducible representations, respectively, whereas p has mostly OR 2py character
and belongs to the B2 representation. These orbitals also reflect modest 3dxy – 2py – 3dxy

covalent bonding. Thus, p has a small bonding V 3dxy contribution and d− has a small
antibonding OR 2py contribution.

The lowest doublets, α 2B2 and α 2A2 , are 0.6 and 1.9 eV above the 4A2 state and
result from p1 configurations as well. Strictly speaking, α 2B2 and α 2A2 are not ROHF
solutions. These states were obtained from small CI calculations which included also the
p0 configurations, and are expressed in terms of high-spin orbitals. The contribution of the
p0 configurations is, however, small, since the p0 configuration state functions (CSFs) have
much higher energy. In addition, we show below that the use of a common set of orbitals
optimized for the 4A2 state, which simplifies the analysis of the lowest states, is not a severe
approximation for the lowest two doublets.

In terms of localized orbitals, V 3dxy and OR 2py, the lowest three states arise from one
and the same 3d 1

xy – 2p1
y – 3d 1

xy configuration. Horsch and Mack [42], and Smolinski et al. [38]
associated the ground-state of the V –OR –V rung to a p2 configuration where the single d
electron occupies a dxy – dxy bonding orbital. The ROHF calculation situates the lowest p2

state, β 2A2 (p2d1
+d0

−), at 2.3 eV above the quartet 4A2 (p1d1
+d1

−). The other p2 state, β 2B2

(p2d0
+d1

−), involves a different occupation of the d orbitals and has a relative energy of 3.7
eV with respect to 4A2. Previously, the peak observed at 0.9 eV in the x-polarized optical
absorption spectrum was assigned to a transition between such linear combinations of dxy

orbitals [49], p2d1
+d0

−→ p2d0
+d1

−. It is important to note that the ROHF relative energies
of the p2 states, the dashed lines in Fig. 5. 3 , have only a limited meaning. Since these
wave-functions are optimized without restricting them to be orthogonal to the p1, or α,
states, the two doublets in both A2 and B2 symmetry have mutual overlaps, ≈ 0.25 and
≈ 0.05, respectively. Orthogonalization of β 2A2 to α 2A2 and β 2B2 to α 2B2 increases the
energies of the β states by about 2 and 0.2 eV.

The correct energy ordering can only be obtained by going beyond the one-configuration
picture. Configuration interaction (CI) between the p1 and p2 configurations causes large
differential energetic effects and yields a 2A2 doublet ground-state, in agreement with the
experimental evidence for a S =1/2 quasi-one-dimensional chain structure. This is depicted
in the second column of Fig. 5. 3 . Here a complete active space CI (CASCI) was performed
in terms of orbitals optimized for high-spin coupling. The mixing between the p1 and p2

configurations turns out to be rather modest for the B2 states — the CI weights (squares of
the CI coefficients) are approximately 0.90 and 0.10. It is, however, more important for the
A2 states, with weights of about 0.70 and 0.30, inducing considerable separation between
the CI energies. The separate optimization of the orbitals for each state by complete active
space self-consistent field (CASSCF) calculations causes minor energy lowerings for the
lowest 2A2 and 2B2 doublets (rightmost column of Fig. 5. 3). On the other hand, for the
higher p2 states, for which the 4A2 orbitals lead to an improper representation, large orbital
relaxation effects of 4 – 5 eV occur.
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Table 5.1: Charge and spin Mulliken populations of the V 3dxy and OR 2py atomic basis functions
for the lowest A2 and B2 states. CASSCF results for a [V2O9] cluster with 3 electrons and 3
orbitals in the active space. The spin MPs are for maximum Ms.

State a 2A2 a 2B2
4A2 b 2B2 b 2A2

Rel. En. (eV) 0 0.7 1.0 6.1a 6.5a

MPs b :
V dxy 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.1 1.2
OR py 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.8 1.7

Spin MPs b :
V dxy 1.2 0.0 1.9 0.7 1.1
OR py –0.3 1.0 1.0 0.2 –0.1

a The b roots were optimized with b:a weight ratios of 2:1.
b The 3d MPs are summed over the two V ions.

Table 5. 1 lists relative energies, Mulliken populations (MPs), and spin MPs of the V
dxy and the OR py atomic basis functions for the lowest A2 and B2 CASSCF roots. It
is well known that the MPs are basis set dependent. Still, differences in populations for
different states give valuable qualitative insight into the character of the wave-functions.
The electron populations of each V dxy and of the OR py are essentially the same for a 2A2,
a 2B2, and 4A2, 0.8 – 0.9 and 1.0, respectively. In contrast, the spin MPs show important
differences. The clearest picture is acquired for the quartet 4A2 — there are three electrons
in three singly occupied orbitals: p1d1

+d1
−. These three electrons, one OR 2py and two V

3dxy, are coupled to maximum spin. The dominant contribution to a 2A2 is also a p1d1
+d1

−
configuration state function or, equivalently, in terms of localized orbitals, 3d 1

xy – 2p1
y – 3d 1

xy.
The two d electrons are coupled to a triplet and the spin on the bridging oxygen is doublet
coupled to it. In contrast, the main contribution to a2B2 is a CSF where the two d electrons
are coupled to a singlet.

These results show that the electronic ground-state of the V – OR –V rung has predom-
inant 3d 1

xy – 2p1
y – 3d 1

xy character. It is important to note that the 2A2 ground-state cannot
be regarded as originating from an OR 2p2

y configuration with strong covalent mixing of V
3dxy into OR 2py. Transitions from the a 2A2 GS to a 2B2 may be induced by x-polarized
light. We assign the peak at about 0.9 eV in the x-polarized optical absorption, which de-
fines the optical gap [49, 50, 51], to the a 2A2→a 2B2 transition. The calculated a 2A2−a 2B2

splitting, 0.7 eV, is at this level of accuracy (the CASSCF calculations were based on a
minimal active space including three orbitals and three electrons) in reasonable agreement
with the 0.9 eV experimental excitation energy.
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Table 5.2: Natural (active) orbitals and occupation numbers for the CASSCF optimized a2A2 and
a 2B2 states. b2,B and b2,AB are 3dxy−2py−3dxy bonding (B) and antibonding (AB) combinations,
respectively, and belong to the B2 irreducible representation. a2,NB has 3dxy−3dxy nonbonding
(NB) character (or slightly antibonding) and transforms according to the A2 irreducible repre-
sentation.

State Active Orbitals : Occupation
Numbers a

a 2A2 (GS) : b2,B ≈ 0.69 py + 0.43 (dxy − dxy) + ... 1.51
a2,NB ≈ 0.69 (dxy + dxy) + ... 1.00
b2,AB ≈ 0.73 py − 0.54 (dxy − dxy) + ... 0.49

a 2B2 : b2,B ≈ 0.68 py + 0.44 (dxy − dxy) + ... 1.17
a2,NB ≈ 0.69 (dxy + dxy) + ... 0.99
b2,AB ≈ 0.75 py − 0.53 (dxy − dxy) + ... 0.84

a Note that for a 2A2 the occupation number of a2,NB is one because this orbital is singly occupied
in all configurations, i. e. b2

2 a1
2 b0

2 , b1
2 a1

2 b1
2 , b0

2 a1
2 b2

2 . For the a 2B2 state, the a2,NB orbital is either
doubly occupied or not occupied: b2

2 a0
2 b1

2 , b1
2 a2

2 b0
2 , b1

2 a0
2 b2

2 , b0
2 a2

2 b1
2 .

We note that the Mulliken population analysis of the CASSCF results is useful especially
for the a 2A2 and a 2B2 doublets. Although the energetic effects of the separate CASSCF
optimizations are minor for these two doublets, see Fig. 5. 3 , the active orbitals turn out to
become strong mixtures of V dxy and OR py functions 1. As a consequence, the expressions
of the multiconfigurational wave-functions become less transparent, and the interpretation
of the results is not straightforward without such population analysis. In terms of bonding
(B) and antibonding (AB) 3dxy – 2py – 3dxy combinations, see Table 5. 2 , the a 2A2→ a 2B2

excitation at 0.7 eV (experimentally, 0.9 eV) implies b2,B → b2,AB bonding – antibonding
charge transfer. However, because b2,B and b2,AB have both similar OR 2py contributions
for each of the two states and also because each of these orbitals displays only rather
minor changes as a result of the transition, the populations of the OR 2py and V 3dxy

atomic orbitals change very little in going from a 2A2 to a 2B2, as shown in Table 5. 1 . In
the rest of this chapter, the electronic structure of NaV2O5 will be discussed mostly in
terms of such localized orbitals, V 3dxy and OR 2py.

To investigate whether our results for the character and ordering of the lowest states
are also obtained with more accurate wave-functions, we repeated the calculations with a
larger active orbital space. Analysis of the cluster wave-functions shows that the 2p orbitals

1The CAS energy (but not the CAS CI vector) is invariant to rotations among the active orbitals.
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Table 5.3: Charge and spin Mulliken populations for the 2A2 ground-state and the lowest two
2B2 excited states – RASSCF results, see text. The spin MPs are for maximum Ms.

State a 2A2 a 2B2 b 2B2

Rel. En. (eV) 0 1.0 5.4a

MPs b :
V dxy 1.6 1.7 1.1
OR py 1.1 1.0 1.7

Spin MPs b :
V dxy 1.2 0.1 0.6
OR py –0.3 0.9 0.3

a The b root was optimized with a b:a weight ratio of 2:1.
b The 3d MPs are summed over the two V ions.

of the apex oxygens have significant V 3d character mixed in, reflecting V–OA covalent
bonding. The best choice to extend the active space is then to add the OR 2px and 2pz, all
six OA 2p orbitals, plus the vanadium 3d virtuals, z2, zy, zx, and x2−y2. Such extended
active space is also better suited to determine the origin of the peaks above 3 eV in the
optical absorption. However, CASSCF calculations with this active space, 19 electrons in 19
orbitals, are computationally not feasible. For this reason, we employ the restricted active
space (RAS) method (see chapter 2), where a more specific selection of the configurations
included in the multiconfigurational wave-function can be made.

We used CAS reference wave-functions based on an active space including the OR 2py

and V 3dxy orbitals, and added single and double excitations from the OR 2px, 2pz and OA

2px, 2py, 2pz orbitals. These oxygen orbitals define the so-called RAS1 space. The other V
3d components formed an orbital subspace allowed to be occupied with up to two electrons,
the RAS3 space. The a 2A2−a 2B2 splitting becomes now 1.0 eV. Excitation energies and
Mulliken populations for the lowest two B2 doublets are shown in Table 5. 3 . Composition
of the cluster wave-functions and the MPs indicate that b 2B2 is mainly the effect of a
metal to oxygen charge transfer (CT) excitation, namely V 3dxy to OR 2py. This state can
explain the absorption peak at 3.3 eV in the experimental spectra [49, 50, 51]. However,
our calculations predict a relative energy of 5.4, about 2 eV higher. Probable sources of this
discrepancy are the partial neglect of dynamical correlation and of electronic relaxation
effects in the crystal in response to the CT process. These latter effects were investigated
by increasing the size of the cluster. The ions added were the nearest four Na and ten
O neighbors, supplied with (14s9p4d)/(3s2p1d) basis functions. Since the V ions are not
very polarizable, the closest vanadiums were still represented by effective potentials. This
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embedding scheme provides a reasonable estimate of the orbital relaxation effects connected
with the first shell of oxygens around the bi-pyramidal cluster. We found that the relative
energy of the b 2B2 state is lowered by 0.4 eV. It is expected to be lowered further when
longer-range polarization effects are included.

Several doublets of B2 symmetry were found at 1.5 – 3.5 eV above the b2B2 root, mainly
arising from OA 2p to V 3d CT configurations. The calculated transition dipole moments
denote that within these CT-like states most of the intensity is carried by those connected
to py → dzy excitations. This is due to the slight mixing between the vanadium dxy and
dzy orbitals. We assign the feature above 4.0 eV in the optical absorption to such OA to V
charge transfer excitations.

We mention at this point that accurate excitation energies cannot be easily calculated.
Excited states commonly exhibit large near-degeneracy effects. In the present case, results
of the RASSCF calculations and of trial CASSCF calculations where only some of the
OR , OA 2p and V 3d levels are introduced into the active orbital set indicate strong mix-
ing among configurations involving single excitations like V 3dxy to OR 2py , vanadium
d – d , OR 2px/2pz – 2py and OA 2p to V 3d. In order to obtain a balanced description
of these excited states, large active spaces (19 orbitals and 19 electrons, see the previous
paragraphs) and more elaborate calculations including dynamical correlation effects, e. g.
CASSCF/CASPT2, are needed. Such CAS calculations are at the moment beyond com-
putational limits. The present analysis of the higher energy ( > 1 eV) excited states has
therefore a rather preliminary character.

The configurational mixing accounts actually for the intensity of the a 2A2 → a 2B2

transition. It is the mixing between the OR 2p5 and OR 2p6 configurations, p1d1
+d1

−−p2d1
+d0

−
in A2 symmetry and p1d1

+d1
− − p2d0

+d1
− in B2, see Fig. 5. 3 , which gives rise to a non-zero

transition dipole moment. However, for the calculation of accurate values of the transition
moments, a multiconfigurational treatment based on a large active space is again needed.

Low-lying vanadium d – d transitions and excitations within the OR 2p shell could
explain the shoulder at 1.4 eV in the x-polarized absorption and the y-polarized low-
intensity features at 1 – 2 eV. Obviously, further investigation is required in order to verify
this hypothesis.

The above results were obtained with an embedding that reproduces the Madelung
field of a lattice where charges of +3 e, −e, −e, −2 e, and +e were assigned to the V, OR ,
OA , OL , and Na sites, respectively. The sensitivity of the results to the magnitude of the
Madelung potential was investigated by modifying the values of the embedding charges.
As a first modification, we utilized the formal charges of a fully ionic model, V4.5+, O2−

and Na+. Second, the charges above were divided by two, and third, the embedding was
removed completely. The character and the ordering of the lowest states were unchanged.
With the fully ionic embedding, the minimal-CAS a 2A2−a 2B2 and a 2A2−4A2 excitation
energies are still 0.7 and 1.0 eV, as in the original embedding. With half-charges these
excitation energies are 0.6 and 0.9, without embedding the splittings become 0.5 and 0.7
eV.
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5.2.2 Magnetic couplings in the high-temperature phase

It has been found that in the high-temperature (HT) phase the magnetic susceptibility of
α′-NaV2O5 is reasonably well described by a S = 1/2 AFM Heisenberg chain model. Fits
of χ(T ) lead to an exchange constant along the b axis of 500 – 600 K [12, 33, 34, 35, 36].
The reported HT theoretical estimates are spread over a wide range, from approximately
−900 K by density functional and model Hamiltonian studies [38, 42] to about −60 K
by embedded cluster CI calculations [44]. In ref. [44] intra- and inter-ladder coupling pa-
rameters were evaluated by calculations on [V2O9] bi-pyramidal clusters including only
two vanadium sites. However, the nature of the rung ground-state configuration, V 3d1 –
OR 2p5 –V3d1, requires the use of clusters where the whole rung is considered as a magnetic
unit. To estimate the strength of the magnetic interactions we employ therefore [V4O16]

14−

clusters including two adjacent rungs on the same ladder or on different ladders. The
Heisenberg exchange constant is extracted from the energy eigenvalues of the singlet and
triplet states arising, respectively, from low- and high-spin coupling of the S =1/2 effective
spins associated to each of the rungs: J = ES − ET .

Table 5.4: High-temperature exchange couplings (in K) by CASPT2 and IDDCI2 calculations
on [V4O16] clusters. Negative coupling denotes antiferromagnetic exchange.

CASSCF CASPT2 a IDDCI2

1. Minimal CAS
J –90 –286 ÷ –316 –398
J ′ 26 28 ÷ 40 17

2. Extended CAS
J –111 –516 ÷ –560 —
J ′ — — —

a Level shifts between 0.24 and 0.32 Hartree have been applied, see also Figs. 5. 4 – 5. 6 .

All-electron CASSCF/CASPT2 calculations have been performed with the molcas-5
program [48]. Basis sets from the standard molcas library were used: V (21s15p10d)/
(5s4p3d) for vanadium, O (14s9p4d)/(4s3p1d) for the bridging oxygen on the leg of the
ladder OL, O (14s9p4d)/(4s3p) for OR, and O (14s9p)/(3s2p) for the other oxygens. Two
types of CASSCF wave-functions are constructed. First, we only include the magnetic
orbitals in the active space, i. e. four V 3dxy plus two OR 2py orbitals2. This active space

2The active orbitals that result from the CASSCF optimization are linear combinations of V 3dxy and
OR 2py plus small contributions from other orbitals. As discussed in the preceding subsection, they may
be rotated to have either mainly V 3dxy or mainly OR 2py character. For clarity, we denote them as ”V
3dxy”and ”OR 2py”orbitals.
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Figure 5.4: Absolute value of the intra-ladder exchange coupling parameter, | J |=|ES − ET |,
(full line) and the difference between the weights of the reference CASSCF wave-functions of the
triplet and singlet states, w = wT − wS , (dotted line) as functions of the level shift. CASPT2
calculations on a [V4O16] cluster, minimal CAS. Exponential functions were used to plot the
curves.

will be also referred to as the minimal CAS. Second, we extend the minimal active space
with those 2p orbitals of the oxygen ions on the legs of the ladders that are involved
in the super-exchange interaction, plus a set of correlating virtuals, the so-called prime
orbitals, to account for dynamical correlation effects among the active electrons. Since
there is only one d electron per V ion this dynamical correlation should not be important
at the vanadium sites. All attempts to converge to a wave-function with vanadium d′

orbitals remained actually unsuccessful, illustrating the unimportance of such correlation
effects within the vanadium 3d shell. Therefore, only OL 2p correlating orbitals (oxygen p′

orbitals) are included in this extended active space. The subsequent CASPT2 step estimates
the remaining part of electron correlation within the valence V 3d and O 2p levels, and
correlation effects due to the semi-core V 3s, 3p and O 2s electrons. Experience shows that
such CASSCF/CASPT2 calculations ensure an accurate treatment of electron correlation
and relaxation effects connected with both metal-3d to metal-3d and ligand-2p to metal-3d
charge transfer excitations, see section 2. 3 .

Table 5. 4 summarizes the CASSCF/CASPT2 estimates for the intra-ladder, J , and
inter-ladder, J ′, superexchange couplings. The minimal CAS calculations predict a rather
weak AFM interaction along the b axis and a ferromagnetic inter-chain coupling. In the
subsequent CASPT2 calculations, serious intruder state problems appear. To overcome
these problems, we have applied the level shift technique proposed by Roos and Andersson
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Figure 5.5: Inter-ladder exchange coupling parameter, J ′=ES−ET , (full line) and the difference
between the weights of the reference CASSCF triplet and singlet wave-functions, w = wT − wS ,
(dotted line) as functions of the level shift. CASPT2 calculations on a [V4O16] cluster, minimal
CAS. Exponential functions were used to plot the curves.

[52]. Reasonably well-converged values of the coupling parameters were obtained for shifts
ranging from 0.24 to 0.32 Hartree, see Fig. 5. 4 and Fig. 5. 5 . In this interval J varies between
−316 and −286 K and J ′ between 28 and 40 K.

When extending the CAS, for the same range of level shifts, we observe an enhancement
of the absolute value of the intra-ladder coupling, by approximately 200 K. The active space
of this second set of calculations contains 14 orbitals and 14 electrons. Because the active
vanadium d orbitals, essentially of dxy character, exhibit though slight admixture of the
dzy components, we introduce into the active orbital set not only the bridging OL 2px , but
also the 2pz levels (plus the corresponding correlating virtuals). The large increase of the
intra-ladder exchange proves the essential role of these oxygen 2p orbitals in connecting
magnetically adjacent rungs on the same ladder. Although some degree of uncertainty
is contained in our result, rather good agreement is found with the estimates from refs.
[12, 33, 34, 35, 36].

The inter-ladder interaction involves V – O –V bond angles of about 100◦ [37] and little
overlap, since the transition metal ions are on different sides of the basal plane, see Fig. 5. 1 .
In this configuration the 2px , 2py and 2pz orbitals of the bridging oxygens are expected to
have similar contributions to the superexchange. Since the interaction between rungs on
different ladders is bridged by two ligands, a well-balanced extension of the active space
implies the addition of twelve orbitals to the active space. This leads to an extended CAS
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Figure 5.6: Absolute value of the intra-ladder exchange coupling parameter, | J |=|ES − ET |,
(full line) and the difference between the weights of the reference CASSCF wave-functions of the
triplet and singlet states, w = wT − wS , (dotted line) as functions of the level shift. CASPT2
calculations on a [V4O16] cluster, extended CAS. Exponential functions were used to plot the
curves.

of 18 orbitals with 18 electrons, which is beyond the possibilities of current computer
resources. Therefore, our estimate for J ′ is that based on the minimal CAS: 34±6 K. This
number must be taken, however, with some caution in the light of the relatively large effect
of adding the bridging orbitals to the active space in the case of the intra-ladder coupling.

To give a more firm basis to the CASPT2 results obtained with the level shift technique,
we compare them to iterative DDCI2 (IDDCI2) results. These additional DDCI calcula-
tions have been performed with the casdi code [53]. The DDCI computational scheme is
variational and hence not plagued by the intruder state problem. IDDCI2 commonly re-
produces the sign and the order of magnitude of the interaction. The last column in Table
5. 4 shows that for the intra-ladder exchange, the IDDCI2 estimate of −398K corresponds
indeed to ≈70% of the value(s) derived from the magnetic susceptibility data. Extrapolat-
ing this finding to the inter-ladder exchange, IDDCI2 confirms the ferromagnetic nature of
J ′ found with CASPT2. Under the assumption that the IDDCI2 value of 17K is 50–80% of
the real J ′, the CASPT2 value of 34±6K can be considered to be of the right magnitude.

5.2.3 The phase transition

The coupling of charge, spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom is essential in order to
explain the physics of several classes of transition metal materials. Typical examples are
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the perovskite manganese oxides, where such an interplay is responsible for the complex
phase diagrams and unusual physical properties. For NaV2O5 it is presently believed that
correlation of the charge, spin and lattice degrees of freedom is involved in the phase
transition at about 34 K. Analysis of the specific heat anomaly at Tc≈ 34 K [35, 36, 54,
55, 56] shows indeed that a large part of the associated entropy, at least 75% according to
ref. [36], must be due to crystallographic distortions and/or charge redistribution within
the vanadium– oxygen layers. A smaller fraction, probably less than 25% [36], is connected
to the magnetic subsystem. The temperature dependence of the dielectric function also
displays an anomalous behavior [57, 58] and confirms that at low temperatures charge
redistribution occurs.

NMR [41, 59] and XRD [60, 61, 62, 63] measurements show that at least two in-
equivalent vanadium sites exist below 34 K. This inequivalency was associated with a
2V4.5+→V4.5−δc+V4.5+δc charge ordering process. Several charge ordered models have been
proposed for the low-temperature (LT) phase, based on either in-line [64] or zigzag [65,
66, 67] charge ordering. Recent experimental results, i. e. the temperature dependence of
the dielectric function [57, 58], the anomalous x-ray scattering at the vanadium K-edge
[68, 69], and the sound velocity data [70], seem to support a zigzag pattern as considered
in refs. [66, 67]. The authors of refs. [63] and [69] also predict competing stacking arrange-
ments along the c axis, perpendicular to the vanadium– oxygen layers. However, the charge
ordering scenario apparently can not explain the low value of the transition temperature
[67].

To investigate the nature of the phase transition at 34 K, we performed calculations on
[V2O9] bi-pyramidal rung clusters. Several geometric configurations have been considered:
the Pmmn HT crystal structure as determined by Meetsma et al. [37], the Fmm2 LT
configuration proposed by Bernert et al. [61], and the A112 lattice system reported by
Sawa et al. [62].

Table 5. 5 lists CASSCF results for the ground-state and the first two excited states.
We give relative energies, charge Mulliken populations and spin MPs of the V dxy and
OR py atomic basis functions, in the three different geometries. In the high-temperature
Pmmn crystal structure, the point-group symmetry of the [V2O9] cluster is C2v. The GS
and the lowest excited doublet, which defines the optical gap, transform according to the
A2 and B2 irreducible representations, respectively, and can be denoted as 2A2 and 2B2.
HT CASSCF results are given in the first column of Table 5. 5 . According to XRD crystal
structure determinations, the symmetry of the rung cluster is lowered below Tc, either to
Cs [60, 61] or to C1 [62] (the actual low-temperature crystal structure still is a source of
controversy). Results obtained in such low-symmetry geometric configurations are shown
in the second and the third columns. In the second column structural data from ref. [61]
was used, with alternating ”modulated”and ”non-modulated”ladders. In this model, on
adjacent ladders, the OR oxygens are either at equal distances from the vanadium ions of
the same rung, or shifted towards one of them. We analyze here only the rung with unequal
V –OR distances. For simplicity we use for each set of calculations notations corresponding
to C2v symmetry, even if the actual symmetry is lower. We applied the following basis sets
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[47]: V (21s15p10d6f)/(6s5p4d1f) for vanadium and O (14s9p4d)/(4s3p1d) for oxygen.

Table 5.5: Relative energies, charge MPs, and spin MPs for the 2A2 ground-state and the lowest
two excited states, 2B2 and 4A2, in high- and low- temperature geometric configurations. CASSCF
results for a [V2O9] cluster with 3 electrons and 3 orbitals in the active space. The spin MPs are
for maximum Ms.

Crystal Pmmn Fmm2 A112
Structure

Rel. En. (eV):
2A2 (GS) 0 0 0
2B2 0.69 0.84 0.75
4A2 0.99 1.08 0.99

2A2 – MPs a :
Vj dxy 0.9, 0.6 0.9, 0.8 b 0.9, 0.8 b

Vi dxy 0.9, 0.6 0.8, 0.3 0.9, 0.3
OR py 1.0, –0.3 1.0, –0.2 1.0, –0.2

2B2 – MPs a :
Vj dxy 0.9, 0.0 0.9, 0.1 0.9, 0.0
Vi dxy 0.9, 0.0 0.9, 0.1 0.9, 0.1
OR py 0.9, 1.0 0.9, 0.9 0.9, 0.9

4A2 – MPs a :
Vj dxy 0.9, 0.9 0.9, 0.9 0.9, 0.9
Vi dxy 0.9, 0.9 0.9, 0.9 0.9, 0.9
OR py 0.9, 1.0 0.9, 1.0 0.9, 1.0

a For each atomic orbital, the first number is the charge MP, and the second is the spin MP.
b d(Vi–OR) < d(Vj–OR) .

Analysis of the cluster wave-functions show that the low-energy electronic states have
OR 2p1

y character in all geometries. In Table 5. 5 we give for comparison the Mulliken pop-
ulations of the quartet and of the lowest doublet states. This comparison clearly indicates
that the ground-state 2A2 and the first excited state 2B2 have dominant contributions from
the V3d 1

xy –OR 2p1
y –V 3d 1

xy configuration. The major difference between the HT structure
and the distorted configurations concerns the ground-state spin coupling scheme. Above
Tc the main contribution to 2A2 corresponds to a configuration state function where the d
electrons are coupled to a triplet, and the spin on the bridging oxygen is doublet coupled
to it. The spin density is equally distributed over the two vanadiums. In the LT clusters
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the V–OR distances are unequal. In Table 5. 5 we chose d(Vi–OR) <d(Vj–OR). As a con-
sequence, the OR 2py electron and the nearest V 3dxy couple to a singlet, and spin density
is localized on the distant vanadium ion, see Table 5. 5 .

CASSCF calculations with three electrons and three orbitals in the active space predict
an a 2A2−a 2B2 splitting of about 0.7 eV in the high-temperature crystal structure. The
authors of ref. [51] pointed out that the position of the 0.9 eV -peak hardly depends on
temperature, with a blue shift of approximately 0.03 eV from 300 to 4 K. This suggests that
the change in the valence state of the vanadium ions at the phase transition is very small.
Our estimates for the LT a 2A2−a 2B2 splitting are in agreement with these experimental
findings. Thus, the first absorption peak shifts to higher energy by 0.15 eV in the geometric
configuration reported by Bernert et al. [61], and 0.06 eV in the configuration of Sawa et
al. [62]. The GS total Mulliken charges of the Vi and Vj centers differ by about 0.02 e in
the Fmm2 crystal structure and by even less in A112.

The results in Table 5. 5 were obtained by using for each set of calculations the following
embedding charges: +3 e for the V ions,−e for the rung and apex oxygens, OR and OA,−2 e
for the other ligands, and +e for Na. We mention, however, that the character and ordering
of the lowest states are unchanged when a so-called zigzag charge ordered structure, with
zigzag V–V charge disproportionation, is used for the embedding array.

The present study evidences that both above and below Tc the doublet ground-state of
the V – OR –V rung has oxygen 2p -hole character. By distorting the rung, a spin singlet
is formed on the side with the shortest V –OR distance. Compared to the undistorted
HT crystal structure, analysis of the cluster wave-function indicates stronger 3dxy – 2py

bonding for this V – O pair. In the following paragraphs we argue that the onset of the
phase transition at 34 K is related to the formation of such V–OR pairs when the bridging
rung oxygen is shifted towards one of the V neighbors.

The XRD data [60, 61, 62, 71] show that at low temperatures the major crystalline
distortions take place along the x and z directions, and mainly involve displacements of
the vanadium ions, the bridging OR and the apex ligands. Projected on the x axis, the Vi –
OR (Vj –OR ) distance increases (decreases) by about 3% [60, 61, 62]. We analyze in this
section the effect of shifting the rung oxygen along the x axis on the cluster ground-state
energy. Starting from the high-temperature crystal structure we gradually change the x
coordinate of this ion relative to the adjacent vanadium sites, by 1%, 2%, ..., and 5%. We
do not modify the positions of the other atoms in the [V2O9] cluster, nor the embedding.
The effect of such distortions is illustrated in Fig. 5. 7 . We take as reference the energy of
the undistorted cluster.

Remarkably, the cluster ground-state energy displays a (shallow) double-well shape,
reaching a minimum of 42 K for a distortion of 3%. The double-well shape is still obtained
when the lattice parameters are modified within ±5%. These results suggest that a broken-
symmetry configuration, with the bridging oxygen forming a stronger bond with one of the
vanadium neighbors, could be energetically favored. For comparison we plot in Fig. 5. 7 the
same dependency, ground-state energy versus δx, for a [V2O9]

10− cluster in CaV2O5. The
V–O distances in the VO5 pyramids are very similar in the two compounds. However,
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Figure 5.7: The ground-state energy of a [V2O9] cluster when the OR oxygen is shifted along the
V– V rung, in NaV2O5 and CaV2O5, see text. The energy of the undistorted cluster is taken as
reference. Second and sixth order polynomial functions were used to plot the curves.

the rung GS wave-function has V 3d 1
xy –OR 2p6 –V3d 1

xy character in CaV2O5 (the Mulliken
charge populations of each V 3dxy and OR 2py orbital are 0.9 and 1.9, respectively). We
used for this set of calculations the crystallographic data reported by Onoda and Nishiguchi
[10]. In contrast to NaV2O5, the potential energy curve displays a steep parabolic behavior,
with a minimal value for δx=0 . We reiterate that the orbital occupation numbers and the
ordering of the low-energy states are unchanged when distorting the V –OR –V rung. For
NaV2O5 we illustrate this in Table 5. 6 .

The results in Fig. 5. 7 are rather qualitative. A more detailed analysis would require
a preliminary geometry optimization, as well as a study of basis set effects. To explain
the value of the transition temperature, a thorough investigation of the lattice dynamical
properties, which actually implies periodic calculations, is highly desirable. Nevertheless,
the shape of the potential energy curve in Fig. 5. 7 strongly suggests that the phase tran-
sition is driven by such distortions involving the rung oxygens. Moreover, in this scenario
the OR – OR Coulomb repulsion favor a zigzag arrangement of the rung oxygens on the
same ladder. Subsequently, the other atoms in the crystal adjust to the new conformation,
giving rise to the complex crystal structure observed at low temperatures.

An OR–OR zigzag conformation is consistent with the experimental findings of Smirnov
et al. [57] and Poirier et al. [58]. The dielectric anomalies observed near the transition point
[57, 58] show that below Tc an antiferroelectrically ordered structure is formed in the ab
plane. The experimental data also indicate that the largest charge displacements occur
along the a axis. To explain the antiferroelectric ordering, the charge displacements should
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Table 5.6: Relative energies, charge MPs, and spin MPs for the 2A2 ground-state and the low-
est excited doublet, 2B2, when the bridging rung-oxygen is shifted along the x axis (see text).
CASSCF results for a [V2O9] cluster with 3 electrons and 3 orbitals in the active space. The spin
MPs are for maximum Ms.

δx a 1% 3% 5%

Rel. En. (eV):
2A2 (GS) 0 0 0
2B2 0.70 0.76 0.88

2A2 – MPs b :
Vj dxy 0.9, 0.7 0.9, 0.8 0.9, 0.8
Vi dxy 0.9, 0.5 0.9, 0.4 0.9, 0.3
OR py 1.0, –0.3 1.0, –0.3 1.0, –0.2

2B2 – MPs b :
Vj dxy 0.9, 0.0 0.9, 0.0 0.9, 0.1
Vi dxy 0.9, 0.1 0.9, 0.1 0.9, 0.1
OR py 0.9, 0.9 0.9, 0.9 0.9, 0.9

a d(Vi–OR) < d(Vj–OR) .
b For each atomic orbital, the first number is the charge MP, and the second is the spin MP.

develop in opposite senses at neighboring sites. A zigzag arrangement of the rung oxygens
fulfills these requirements. It has been actually determined that at low temperatures the OR

oxygens form indeed a zigzag, either on every second ladder [60, 61], or on all ladders [62].
In addition, according to [60, 61, 62], also the V ions are distributed in a zigzag manner,
along each leg of these ladders. Since the two vanadiums and the OR oxygen of the same
rung are displaced along the a axis in opposite senses [60, 61, 62], the antiferroelectric
ordering in the ab plane can be probably explained without invoking V4.5−δc –V4.5+δc charge
disproportionation.

5.2.4 Magnetic couplings below Tc

In NaV2O5 adjacent rungs on the same ladder are antiferromagnetically coupled. In sec-
tion 5. 2. 2 we estimated the high-temperature exchange coupling constant along the b di-
rection by applying a second-order perturbational treatment to the CASSCF reference
wave-functions. Due to so-called intruder states we used there the level shift technique
proposed by Roos and Anderson [52]. Since for different level shifts slightly different val-
ues are obtained for the coupling constant, some degree of uncertainty was contained
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Table 5.7: Intra-ladder magnetic coupling constants in high- and low- temperature geometric
configurations. CASSCF and IDDCI2 results for [V4O16] clusters including two adjacent rungs.
The reference CAS contains 6 electrons and 6 orbitals.

Crystal Pmmn Fmm2 A112
Structure

CASSCF :
J1 (K) –90 –99 –69
J2 (K) –90 –82 –58

IDDCI2 :
J1 (K) –398 –426 –299
J2 (K) –398 –376 –264
δ a 0.06 0.06

a δ = (J1 − J2)/(J1 + J2) .

in the results. Still, rather good agreement was found with the experimental estimates
from [12, 33, 34, 35, 36]. In this section we investigate the spin-gapped state in the low-
temperature phase. It has been suggested that the spin-gap originates from an alternation
of the exchange constant, J1−J2 , along the quasi-one-dimensional spin chain [66, 67], due
to alternation of the V –OL –V angles along the b axis [61]. An unambiguous evaluation of
the alternation parameter is difficult by CASPT2, because for adjacent V4 plaquettes, J1

and J2 reach converged CASPT2 values when using different level shifts. To avoid intruder
state problems and the use of level shifts we therefore resort to a variational approach,
namely the difference dedicated configuration interaction (DDCI) method. DDCI calcu-
lations are, however, computationally too expensive in NaV2O5, since the [V4O16] cluster
needed to extract the coupling between spins on adjacent rungs is relatively large, and the
reference active space consists of no less than six orbitals (four V 3dxy and two OR 2py)
and six electrons. For this reason we employ the so-called DDCI2 scheme. DDCI2 usually
yields 50–80% of the experimental coupling constant. We show below that even at this
level valuable information can be obtained about the low-temperature spin-gapped phase.

CASSCF and iterative DDCI2 (IDDCI2) intra-ladder Heisenberg coupling constants
are listed in Table 5. 7 . In the Fmm2 and A112 distorted configurations, the calculated
intra-ladder magnetic coupling constants are not equal on adjacent V4 plaquettes (the
second and the third columns of Table 5. 7). This result supports the alternating-exchange
chain model proposed in ref. [66] to explain the spin-gap formation at low temperatures. A
major difference between the conclusions of [66] and this study is that we find no significant
V –V charge disproportionation.
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Figure 5.8: Adjacent V4 plaquettes on alternating-exchange ladders in the Fmm2 (a) and A112
(b) crystal structures. Black, grey and white spheres represent vanadium, leg-oxygen (OL), and
rung-oxygen (OR) sites, respectively.

In the Fmm2 configuration [60, 61], alternation of the V – OL –V angles and V–V
distances in the b direction, and consequently alternation of the exchange coupling, occurs
only on every second ladder, see Fig. 5. 8 . The results in the second column of Table
5. 7 correspond to such an alternating-exchange ladder3. However, by symmetry, the spin
moments on the remaining ladders should behave as an AFM uniform chain, which is
inconsistent with the observed spin-gap. Even if a Fmm2 lattice system apparently cannot
explain the spin-gapped state below 34 K, the J values given in the second column of Table
5. 7 are illustrative for the effect of various crystallographic distortions on the strength of the
magnetic coupling. In agreement with previous estimates [61], our calculations indicate that
the coupling parameter is more sensitive to the displacement of the bridging OL oxygens
along the a axis, than to the V – V dimerization along b. Thus, on adjacent V4 plaquettes,
the alternating coupling parameters of −426 and −376 K are mainly due to alternating
OL–OL distances of 3.956 and 4.024 Å .

Within the alternating-exchange ladders of the Fmm2 system the OR oxygens lie at the
middle of the V –V rungs. In contrast, in the A112 structure each rung oxygen is shifted
towards one of the two vanadiums. The results in Table 5. 7 suggest that such a distortion
leads to a significant decrease of the exchange coupling constant. To separate the effect

3It is the ladder represented in Fig. 1 of ref. [61] by V1b vanadium sites. The V1a and V1b ladders are
not equivalent.
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of shifting the rung oxygens from the effect of other distortions, we performed additional
calculations in a [V4O16] cluster where, except the rung oxygens, all the other ions are
at crystallographic positions corresponding to the room-temperature structure. The two
OR ions are shifted along the a axis, as in section 5. 2. 3 , with δx = ±3%. The resulting
coupling parameter is about 25% smaller than the value in the high-symmetry cluster,
−66 K by CASSCF and −306 K by IDDCI2. Compared with the alternating-exchange
ladder of the Fmm2 geometry, the reduction of the average magnetic coupling constant,
J = (J1 + J2)/2 , in the A112 system is approximately 30%, see the second and the third
columns of Table 5. 7 .

As mentioned above, DDCI2 usually yields 50–80% of the experimental J . Table 5. 7
shows that IDDCI2 reproduces ≈70% of the value deduced from magnetic susceptibility
data for the high-temperature phase, −500 ÷ −600 K [12, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Although we
cannot calculate coupling constants quantitatively, the data in Table 5. 7 still allow us to
predict the evolution of the intra-ladder exchange coupling around the transition point.
Thus, we found that distorting the V – OR –V rungs, the exchange coupling parameter
decreases by 25–30%. At the same time, structural distortions involving the OL leg oxygens
induce alternation of the exchange coupling parameter and therewith spin-gap behavior.
We note that Gros and Valent́ı [72] explained the magnon dispersion observed in neutron
scattering measurements by assuming below Tc a reduction of the intra-ladder average
exchange constant of 20–25%. They also predict an exchange alternation parameter δ =
(J1 − J2)/(J1 + J2) = 0.034, smaller than our estimates. Similar values for the alternation
parameter, δ=0.028−0.040, have been determined by Johnston et al. [36] from fits of the
magnetic susceptibility. However, they assumed an effective exchange constant J(T ) which
is either constant or increases with decreasing T , due to spin-phonon coupling.

5.3 CaV2O5

By analyzing the magnetic contribution in the Raman spectrum, the exchange across the
rung of the ladder was estimated in CaV2O5 to be J⊥≈−640 K, about ten times larger
than the interaction along the leg, J‖ [22]. Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations [23]
and density functional calculations [21] predict rather similar values for J⊥ , see Table 5. 8 ,
but the J‖/J⊥ ratio is ranging from 0.10, with AFM inter-ladder coupling [23], to 0.20 and
weak ferromagnetic interaction of the spin moments located on adjacent ladders [21, 23].

In this section we apply the CASSCF/CASPT2 method to calculating exchange cou-
pling parameters in CaV2O5. The CASPT2 results are also compared to DDCI calculations.
We have used three different bi-pyramidal clusters to determine the Heisenberg exchange
couplings: a [V2O9]

10− cluster with two V ions on the same rung for J⊥ , a [V2O9]
10− frag-

ment with two adjacent magnetic centers on the same leg of a ladder for J‖ , and [V2O8]
8−,

including two edge-sharing VO5 pyramids, for the inter-ladder coupling J ′. Each of these
parameters has been obtained as the energy difference between the singlet and the triplet
electronic states, J = ES − ET .

The clusters described above are embedded in arrays of point charges. Analysis of the
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Table 5.8: Experimental and calculated exchange coupling parameters in CaV2O5. Negative
coupling denotes antiferromagnetic exchange.

J⊥ (K) J‖ (K) J ′ (K) Method

–640 –64 — RS [22]
–670 –67 –45 χ(T ) [23]
–665 –135 25 χ(T ) [23]

–608 –122 28 DF [21]
–730 –587 –170 Extended Hückel [73]

cluster wave-functions attests that also in CaV2O5 the apical oxygen OA is bonded to the
vanadium atom by a slightly polarized double bond and presents only a charge of approxi-
mately −e. Therefore we represent the V ions and the apical oxygens by +3 e and −e PCs,
respectively. The other oxygen centers and the calcium ions are modeled with their formal
ionic charges of −2 e and +2 e. The nearest vanadium and calcium cations are modeled by
Al3+ and Ca2+, respectively, total ion potentials (TIPs), i. e. closed-shell effective potentials
with no basis functions, of Durand –Barthelat type [46]. At the boundaries of each of these
embedding arrays, we place a set of charges optimized to fit the Madelung potential in the
cluster region. Atomic natural orbital Gaussian-type basis sets have been applied [47]: V
(21s15p10d6f)/(6s5p4d2f) for vanadium, O (14s9p4d)/(4s3p2d) for the bridging and the
apex oxygens, and O (14s9p)/(4s3p) for the other ligands. We have used the structural
data reported by Onoda and Nishiguchi [10].

The CASPT2 and IDDCI estimates in Table 5. 9 confirm that the major interaction in
CaV2O5 takes place across the rung. The CASPT2 on-rung magnetic coupling, about −670
K, is in good agreement with the IDDCI result and with fits of both Raman scattering
(RS) spectra [22] and χ(T ) [23]. By symmetry, only the OR 2py can directly participate in
the superexchange interaction. Adding this orbital and its correlating counterpart to the
minimal active space, gives an almost identical on-rung coupling. The coupling along the
leg is also AFM, but much weaker. The J‖/J⊥ ratio, 0.16, is between 0.10, deduced from
the RS data [22], and 0.20, found by QMC simulations [23] and DF calculations [21]. Due
to the lower point-group symmetry of the cluster representing the leg, Cs (versus C2v for
the rung cluster), all three 2p orbitals of the OL bridging oxygen can contribute to the
coupling. Hence, the extended CAS now contains eight orbitals and eight active electrons.
Nevertheless, essentially identical results are obtained as with the minimal CAS.

Different from the intra-ladder interactions, our calculations indicate that the coupling
between V ions located on the legs of adjacent ladders is ferromagnetic. The minimal
CAS, which includes the two d orbitals only, results in a coupling of about 44 K, with
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Table 5.9: Exchange coupling parameters (in K) for CaV2O5 by CASPT2 and IDDCI calculations
on bi-pyramidal clusters.

CASSCF CASPT2 IDDCI

1. Minimal CAS
J⊥ –210 –672 –676
J‖ –37 –109 –59
J ′ 44 43 107

J‖/J⊥ 0.18 0.16 0.09

2. Extended CAS
J⊥ –196 –676
J‖ –39 –107
J ′ 18 29

J‖/J⊥ 0.20 0.16

very small difference, ∼1 K, between the CASPT2 and the CASSCF estimates. As for
the leg interaction, all three oxygen 2p orbitals contribute to the superexchange. Since the
interaction between vanadiums on different ladders is bridged by two oxygen ligands, six O
2p and six 2p′ orbitals are added to the active space, resulting in a 14 orbitals – 14 electrons
CAS. This extended CAS calculation preserves the picture of ferromagnetic inter-ladder
interactions, although it slightly weakens the coupling to J ′=29 K.

The on-rung CASPT2 and IDDCI estimates are in good agreement. This is, however,
not the case for the other two superexchange couplings, for which a difference of about 50
K is found. Such large differences, about the same size as the coupling itself, have not been
observed in the comparison of the two methods presented in ref. [74]. An analysis of this
effect has been recently performed by de Graaf et al. [75]. Part of this analysis is reproduced
below. Table 5.10 lists the contributions of the different type of excited configurations to
the total CASPT2 J-values. The different contributions are ordered following the number
of electrons removed from the inactive orbitals (h for holes) and/or electrons promoted
to the virtual orbitals (p for particles) with respect to the configurations in the minimal
CAS. For example, in the 2h−1p configurations, two electrons are taken out of the inactive
space, one is promoted to the virtual orbitals and the other is placed in an active orbital.

Since the orbitals are variationally optimized for both the singlet and the triplet state,
the 1h and 1p configurations do not contribute, because of Brillouin’s theorem, see Table
5.10 . The 1h−1p configurations contribute to the spin-polarization and the relaxation
of the so-called ionic configurations, V 3d0 –O2p6 –V3d2. The latter effect can be also
understood as a screening of the on-site repulsion U . At this stage we cannot distinguish
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between the two mechanisms, but the relaxation of the ionic determinants is expected to be
dominant [76]. This relaxation or screening of U increases the kinetic exchange (t2/U) and
hence favors the singlet state. The overall effect of these configurations is large in the three
couplings present in CaV2O5 and for the AFM on-rung and leg exchange couplings they
are even the dominant terms. The 2p and 2h configurations give AFM contributions but
are relatively small. The 2h−1p and 1h−2p configurations induce also an enhancement of
the kinetic exchange [76]. Their contributions are important, although they almost cancel
each other for the rung interaction.

Table 5.10: Differential contributions (in K) to the exchange coupling constant of the different
types of configurations. The minimal CAS contains the ground-state and all V to V charge transfer
configurations, h indicates the creation of a hole in the inactive orbitals, and p the creation of a
particle in the virtual orbitals.

Excitation Type J⊥ J‖ J ′

Minimal CAS –210 –37 44
1h 0 0 0
2h –36 –6 –5
1p 0 0 0
2p –16 –3 –1

1h− 1p –396 –81 –44
2h− 1p –130 2 53
1h− 2p 108 26 29
2h− 2p 9 –8 –33

Total CASPT2 –462 –72 –1
Total –672 –109 43

Finally, we focus attention on the 2h−2p configurations, whose contributions are strictly
zero in the case of a common orbital set for the singlet and triplet. We find however non-
zero values because we apply separately optimized orbitals for the two states. Whereas the
total contribution of these excitations constitutes about 90% of the second-order energy
correction, its differential effect is very small for J⊥. The differential effect is somewhat
larger for J‖ and absolutely indispensable for J ′. Since these 2h−2p contributions are not
included in the IDDCI scheme, they may be invoked to explain the differences observed
between the CASPT2 and IDDCI results in Table 5. 9 . Adding the 2h−2p contributions
to the IDDCI J-values, brings the two sets of calculations in better agreement. Such large
contributions of the 2h−2p configurations have not been observed for ionic oxide compounds
like La2CuO4 and SrCu2O3. This suggests that the ladder vanadates present a special case,
possibly due to the presence of the covalently bound apex oxygen.

This assumption is supported by the finding that the 2h−2p contribution is smaller
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when the orbitals associated with the covalent V –OA bond are left out of the correlation
treatment. The most pronounced change is found for the inter-ladder interaction, precisely
where the contribution is largest. The 2h−2p excitations only contribute −17 K when
the OA are kept frozen in the CASPT2, to be compared with −33 K for the complete
calculation. The reduction is less dramatic for J‖ , the 2h−2p contributions is −5. By
subtracting the CASPT2 value obtained with the frozen V –OA bond from the complete
calculation, we also can establish the overall contribution of OA, which turns out to be
significant and antiferromagnetic in all three cases, −140 K for J⊥, −23 K for J‖, and −5
K for J ′.

5.4 Conclusions

α′-NaV2O5 was previously described either in terms of alternating V4+(3d1) and V5+(3d0)
parallel chains [12, 32] or as a system of quarter-filled V 3d0.5 ladders [38]. Both models
assume a fully ionic picture of the material, with valence states of 2− for all oxygen ions.
In contrast, ab initio quantum chemical embedded cluster calculations indicate that the
bridging oxygen on the rung of the ladder, OR, and the apical ligand, OA, should be
considered as O− ions, rather than O2−. The present study shows that states arising from
a configuration with a hole in the OR 2p shell have actually the lowest energy.

A strong contribution of the OR 2p1
y configuration in the ground-state wave-function was

previously pointed out by van Oosten [43] and by Suaud and Lepetit [44, 45]. The results
presented in this work indicate that the doublet ground-state of the V –OR –V rung has
actually predominant d 1

xy – p1
y – d 1

xy character, both above and below 34 K. In the high-
temperature undistorted geometry, the main contribution to the doublet ground-state is a
configuration state function where the unpaired electron on oxygen is low-spin coupled to
the d electrons and spin density is equally distributed over the vanadium ions. A preliminary
analysis of the effect of distorting the V 3d 1

xy –OR 2p1
y –V3d 1

xy rung on the ground-state
energy reveals that a broken-symmetry configuration, d(Vi–OR) <d(Vj–OR), with Vi 3dxy –
OR 2py spin singlet formation and stronger Vi –OR bonding, can be energetically preferred.
The energy gain calculated for this displacement is small, but relaxation of the other
atoms in the crystal is expected to further stabilize the broken-symmetry configuration.
We suggest that the energy gain upon the formation of such V –OR pairs, when the bridging
rung oxygen is shifted towards one of the adjacent V ions, determines the onset of the phase
transition at 34 K. This model does involve charge redistribution, but not via significant
V –V charge disproportionation. We argue that the antiferroelectric ordering [57, 58] which
occurs in the ab plane at the transition point is mainly connected to a subsequent zigzag
(re)arrangement of the V and OR ions, and not to V4.5−δc −V4.5+δc charge ordering.

Our results are able to explain the main features of the optical absorption and the
antiferromagnetic interaction along the b axis. We attribute the peak at 0.9 eV to a state
implying a different spin coupling scheme among the valence V 3dxy and OR 2py electrons;
the features above 3 eV are assigned to V 3d→OR 2p and OA 2p→V3d charge transfer
excitations. The calculations predict a reduction of the exchange coupling constant of
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about 25% when distorting the V – OR –V rung. At the same time, structural distortions
involving the OL leg oxygens induce alternation of the coupling constant and therewith
spin-gap behavior. The calculations also predict ferromagnetic inter-ladder interactions
with a high-temperature coupling parameter of 30 – 40 K. We note that the temperature
dependence of the intra-ladder coupling around the transition point, the sign of the inter-
ladder exchange, and the influence on macroscopic properties such as the magnon dispersion
and the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility are matters of debate [36,
72].

The model proposed here for NaV2O5 is probably correct, since this study is based on
ab initio all-electron multiconfiguration calculations where the essential physical effects,
i. e. the on-rung electron delocalization, the rung – rung superexchange, and the effect of
local distortions, are quite accurately described. Because the strongest interactions take
place inside the V – OR –V unit, the use of an embedded cluster model — clusters including
two VO5 pyramids (one rung) or four VO5 pyramids (two adjacent rungs) were used — is
a reasonable first approximation.

Cluster model calculations can provide information about possible local minima of
the total energy as function of selected atomic displacements. Such cluster total-energy
calculations enabled us to propose a scenario for the phase transition at 34 K. However,
investigation of the lattice dynamics, i. e. the equilibrium geometry for a particular crystal
structure, lattice instabilities, phonon dispersions, electron – phonon couplings etc., requires
the use of periodic structure calculations. Accurate lattice dynamics calculations are thus
highly desirable for a complete understanding of the phase transition in NaV2O5. Such
investigations would probably allow also interpretation of controversial features in the
infrared and Raman spectra.

Regarding other vanadium ladder oxides, we were able to calculate and analyze the V –
V magnetic interactions in CaV2O5. For the calcium compound the sign and the magnitude
of the inter-ladder couplings are fairly well established. This permits us to test our com-
putational schemes. Heisenberg exchange constants in excellent agreement with fits of the
magnetic susceptibility [23] and results of band structure density functional calculations
[21] have been obtained for the rung and leg interactions. We also obtained reliable esti-
mates for the inter-ladder coupling, whose sign still is a matter of controversy. We confirm
the ferromagnetic nature of this interaction, initially predicted by Korotin et al. [21].
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